
BEFORE THE NEW MEXICO PUBLIC REGULATION COMMISSION 

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION) 
OF NEW MEXICO GAS COMPANY, INC. ) 
FOR REVISIONS TO ITS RATES, RULES,) 
AND CHARGES PURSUANT TO ADVICE ) 
NOTICE NOS. 70 AND 71 ) 

) 
NEW MEXICO GAS COMP ANY, INC. ) 
Applicant ) 

Case No. 18-00038-UT 

PHASE I CERTIFICATION OF STIPULATION 

In accordance with 1.2.2.20(A)(5)(b) NMAC, Frances I. Sundheim, Hearing 

Examiner in this case, submits this Certification of Stipulation ("Certification") to the New 

Mexico Public Regulation Commission ("Commission") concerning the Third Amended 

Stipulation ("Stipulation") agreed to and filed in thi~ matter with the Commission on 

September 24, 2018. The signatories of the Stipulation are the New Mexico Gas Company, 

Inc. ("NMGC" or the "Company"); the Attorney General of the State of New Mexico 

("Attorney General"); the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission's Utility Division 

Staff ("Staff'); the United States Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security 

Administration and Federal Executive Agencies ("DOE/NNSA/FEA"); and New Mexico 

Industrial Energy Consumers ("NMIEC"). A copy of the Third Amended Stipulation is 

attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

On February 26, 2018, pursuant to NMSA 1978, Section 62-3-3.,_ and 17.1.210.11 and 

17.10.630 NMAC, NMGC filed its Application for Revisions to Rates, Rules and 



Charges ("Application") based on a historic twelve-month period with a base year ending 

September 30, 2017, including test period adjustments. 

A. NMGC's Application requested the following: 

a. an increase in revenues of approximately $8 million to be recovered through base 

rates; 

b. an overall tax unadjusted weighted average cost of capital of 7 .65%, including a 

requested return on equity of 10.2% and a capital structure comprised of 54% 

equity and 46% debt; 

c. an increase in access fees for customers; 

d. an increase in special charges under NMGC Rate No. 11 (Miscellaneous Fees and 

Charges) ("Rate 11 "); 

e. approval to implement a weather normalization adjustment mechanism; 

f. approval to implement an integrated management program ("IMP") cost recovery 

mechanism; 

,.., 

g. approval to implement economic development rates meant to encourage economic 

development in New Mexico; and 

h. a change in the amortization of net regulatory assets related to its overfunded 

retiree medical plan. 

NMGC's proposed rates incorporated the reduction in corporate taxes NMGC 

realized as a result of the Federal Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 ("TCJA"). However, this 

reduction was proposed prospectively to commence with the implementation of new rates. 
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In support of its Application, NMGC filed the schedules required by 17.10.630 NMAC and 

the direct testimonies of eight witnesses. 

The base rates NMGC originally proposed in the Application would have produced 

an estimated increase in the average residential customer's total bill of approximately 1.4%. 

On September 12, 2018, the Commission issued an Order on Stipulation in response 

to the first filed iteration of the Stipulation. The Order resulted from the Commission's 

review of the proposed stipulation fikd by NMGC and the Attorney General on September 

7, 2018 (the "Original Stipulation"). 

The Amended Stipulation, filed on September 11, 2018 by NMGC, the Attorney 

General, Staff, and DOE/NNSA/FEA replaced the Original Stipulation. The Amended 

Stipulation and the Original Stipulation are denominated collectively, the "Stipulation". The 

Commission, in paragraph 3 of the September 12, 2018 Order, stated that the Stipulation did 

not appear to address the issue of the disposition of the savings resulting from the enactment 

of the TCJA, and referenced the Commission's January 24, 2018 order in Case No. 18-

00016-UT. The Commission ordered the parties to address whether the Stipulation 

addressed these savings. 

The Stipulation addresses the prospective application of the TCJA savmgs to 

prospective and future rates. The Stipulation does not address the retroactive impacts of the 

TCJA to rates currently in effect. The parties to the Stipulation were unable to agree on this 

aspect of the issue, and there was no consensus. Since no compromise was possible, the 

parties instead agreed to a black box settlement of the rates portion of the case and agreed to 

separately preserve their arguments regarding the tax issue as a Phase II matter. The 
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Company agreed to toll the statutory time for decision in this case until the Commission 

issues a final order 

As stated, the rates detailed in Stipulation Exhibit A incorporate the reduction in 

corporate income taxes NMGC realized from the TCJA on a prospective basis only. 

On October 1, 2018, the Hearing Examiner issued an Order of Bifurcation, 

establishing a Phase II of this docket to determine a calculation methodology for savings 

NMGC realized as a result of the enactment of the TCJA, including the question of refunds 

to customers of such savings from January 1, 2018 through the effective date ofNMGC new 

rates. This Certification deals exclusively with the stipulated rate agreements of Phase I. 

II. LEGAL STANDARDS FOR STIPULATION OF THE PARTIES 

1.2.2.20 FORMAL STIPULATIONS: The commission recognizes that the 
parties to a proceeding and staff may reach compromises and settle some or all issues. 
Settlement stipulations shall be binding only if approved by the commission. 

A. Uncontested stipulations: 
(1) If the staff and all parties enter into a stipulation settling some 

or all of the issues in a proceeding, the stipulation shall be filed and a copy 
presented to the presiding officer. If the proceeding is before the commission en 
bane, the commission may in its discretion assign a hearing examiner to preside 
over any public hearing to be conducted on the stipulation. 

(2) When filed and presented, the stipulation must be 
accompanied in rate cases by a reconciliation statement showing the dollar 
impact of the settlement and the resulting rates. This statement shall contain the 
information listed in Subsection F of 1.2.2.36 NMAC. 

(3) Upon receipt of a stipulation which would settle substantive 
issues, the commission or presiding officer shall conduct a public hearing to 
determine whether the stipulation should be approved by the commission, 
provided that in extraordinary cases, for good cause shown, the commission or 
presiding officer may forego a public hearing. The proponents of the stipulation 
have the burden of supporting the stipulation with sufficient evidence and legal 
argument to allow the commission to approve it. 

( 4) In the event the parties and staff enter into a settlement of one 
or more issues but not of the entire case, the commission or presiding officer 
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may in their discretion combine the public hearing on the settlement stipulation 
with the public hearing on the contested issues. 

(5) In cases heard by a hearing examiner rather than the 
commission, the hearing examiner may: 

(a) decide that the settlement stipulation should not be 
certified to the commission at all, in which event the hearing examiner may 
indicate to the parties and staff whether additional evidence or legal argument in 
support of the stipulation or amendments to the stipulation might meet the 
hearing examiner's reservations about the stipulation; or 

(b) certify the settlement stipulation to the commission for 
its review; the certification shall include a recommended disposition of the 
stipulation, whether the recommendation be positive or negative or otherwise 
suggest a manner of disposition; exceptions to the certification may be filed 
within ten ( 10) days after the date the settlement stipulation is certified to the 
commission, unless the commission or presiding officer directs otherwise. 

This Stipulation is uncontested. The Signatories have submitted a Stipulation 

accompanied by ... "a reconciliation statement showing the dollar impact of the settlement 

and the resulting rates" pursuant to 1.2.2.20. A (2) NMAC. A hearing was held regarding 

the content of the Stipulation and to determine whether the terms therein resulted in a fair, 

just and reasonable result. 

This Stipulation is a classic "black box" settlement. The parties agreed · on an 

additional revenue increase for the Company, but the agreement does not specify the 

ratemaking treatment of any component in the Cost of Service. In this matter, the Illustrative 

Cost of Service specifies two adjustments, a Return on Equity of 9 .1 % and an equity 

component of 52%. The "Illustrative Cost of Service" ("COS") is provided to support the 

reasonableness of the rates proposed in the Stipulation. The Signatories to the Stipulation 

did not agree to any single COS study to derive the proposed rates. 
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III. STIPULATION 

A. Base Revenue Increase and Stipulated Rates 

The proposed rate schedules originally filed by NMGC under Notice Nos. 70 and 71 

were withdrawn, and NMGC filed revised rate schedules to support the terms of the 

Stipulation. The Stipulation resolves all issues between the Signatories in relation to 

NMGC's Application and, more specifically, the parties agree to: 

1.) an increase in NMGC annualized base revenues by $2.5 million, which will be 

phased-in over a two-year period as follows: $1 million in 2019 and an additional $1.5 

million in 2020; 

2.) an increase in revenues generated from increased Miscellaneous Service charges 

under Rate 11 of $453,031.00; 

3.) the cancellation of Original Rate 1-2 and Original Rate 1-7; 

4.) changes to Rate Schedules 31, 35, 54, 56 and 58 to better reflect the Company's 

current practice used in its annual review of the rate classifications for its customers. 

5.) the withdrawal of the proposed approval to implement an integrated management 

program ("IMP") cost recovery mechanism and withdrawal of request for approval to 

implement economic development rates in New Mexico. 

Stipulation Exhibit 1, the reconciliation required by 1.2.2.20 NMAC, contains the 

information listed in 1.2.2.36(F) NMAC and was prepared by NMGC. This Exhibit is 

prepared for illustrative purposes and represents one scenario within the zone of 

reasonableness. The parties concur that these stipulated metrics shall not constitute a 
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precedent for any future proceedings. The reconciliation is a proxy. The parties agree the 

metrics represent rates that are fair, just and reasonable. 

Testimonial Support of the Stipulation by NMGC 

During the Stipulation hearing, NMGC witness Scott A. Hastings discussed the 

methodology to produce cost of service schedules based upon the $2.5 million dollar revenue 

agreement, and the "test period" numbers contained in the Application. The Stipulated COS 

schedules reconcile the test period cost of service supportive of the agreed upon Stipulation 

revenue requirement. "For its Stipulated COS Schedules, the Company assumed an 

illustrative return on equity ("ROE") of 9.1 %, an illustrative pre-tax cost of long term debt 

of 4.65%, and an illustrative capital structure of 52% equity and 48% long term debt. These 

assumptions result in an illustrative weighted average cost of capital ("WACC") of 6.9%."1 

The Stipulating Parties agreed on the revenue increase, without agreeing on a specific 

ROE or WACC as appropriate for the Company, and that a range of ROEs and other 

adjustments could be used to support the revenue increase stipulated to.2 

Attached as Stipulated Schedule 2 is a schedule showing increases in the cost of 

service revenue for all rate classes for recovery of the full $2.5 million base revenue increase. 

The increase is shown for each rate schedule for the full $2.5 million increase and the total 

percent change in revenues for each rate class. The Signatories agreed that the allocation of 

these base rate increases by rate class is reasonable. 

1 Hastings testimony in support of stipulation, p.5 . 
2 Hastings, p.7, 1 8-17. 
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Attached as Stipulation Exhibit No. 3, the first four pages delineate the present and 

proposed rate for each affected rate class during the Step 1 increase of $1.0 million. This 

increase will remain in effect for one year. The following four pages of the schedule 

delineate the full impact of the additional $1.5 million agreed to in the Stipulation. The 

Signatories agreed upon the revised base rates reflected in Stipulation Exhibit No. 3, stating 

that they are fair, just, and reasonable. 

Attached to this Stipulation as Stipulation Exhibit No. 4 is a schedule showing 

percentage changes in residential bills in 5 therm increments. The rate design for residential 

customers in Rate No. 10, Residential Service ("Rate 10") as well as other heat sensitive 

customers used a ten-year normal weather standard. 

Rate Implementation 

The rates set forth in this Stipulation and Stipulation Exhibits shall be implemented 

in two phases as set forth in Stipulation Paragraph 9. Phase I will be implemented with 

Cycle 1 of the month following the Commission final order. NMGC shall file appropriate 

advice notices to implement the revised rates at least five days prior to their effective dates. 

Phase II will be implemented with Cycle 1 of the thirteenth month following the final order. 

The base rates agreed to in this Stipulation will not increase prior to January 1, 2021, at 

the earliest. This provision of the Stipulation reflects a balancing of interests, including ( on 

one hand) NMGC's statutory right to petition the Commission, from time-to-time, to revise 

the Company's rates and ( on the other hand) the interests of customers in rate stability. 

The Company proposed, and the signatories agreed that two rate schedules should be 

cancelled because they were no longer being used: NMGC Original Rate No. 1-2, NTUA 
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Transportation Charge (Rate Rider No. 2). This rate recovered a transportation charge of 

$0.095per MCF and was only applicable to customers served through Navajo Tribal Utility 

Authority pipelines. There are no current customers, nor have there been any for many years, 

making Rate Rider 2 unnecessary. 

Rate Rider 7 was a special charge for short term oil and gas well drilling services. 

NMGC does not have any customers on this rate and has not had any customers subject to 

this rate rider for many years, making the rate rider no longer necessary. 

Wording changes to the following rates were agreed to in the Stipulation, including new 

language and renaming the rates as revised: Second Revised Rate No. 31; Second Revised 

Rate No. 35; Second Revised Rate No. 54; Second Revised Rate No. 56; Second Revised 

Rate No. 58. 

B. Weather Normalization Adjustment Mechanism Pilot Program 

The WNA was presented in the Application and was supported in the Stipulation by 

the Company's consultant Mr. Daniel Yardley. In his testimony, Mr. Yardley stated that 

wide fluctuations in weather in recent winter heating seasons have affected customers' bills 

and have contributed directly to fluctuations in the level of base revenue recoveries to the 

Company. He proposed a Weather Normalization Adjustment Mechanism (the "Weather 

Mechanism") to address this problem. The Weather Mechanism is not intended to provide 

the Company with a guarantee that it will earn its authorized revenue requirement in any 

given year but to provide the Company with a reasonable opportunity of earning that 

authorized revenue requirement. The Company's actual recovery will be determined 

pursuant to the annual Weather Mechanism rate proceeding as provided for in this 
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Stipulation. The Signatories agree with the implementation of the Weather Mechanism and 

concur that this pilot program will provide results to determine whether the program results 

in a reduction of revenue risk to NMGC. Such a result should, therefore, be reflected by a 

reduction in the Company's return on equity. 

Operation of the Mechanism 

The Signatories agree that the Weather Mechanism shall operate as a five-year pilot 

program and shall terminate at the end of the five-year period unless the Commission 

expressly approves otherwise. The Weather Mechanism shall also be subject to review in 

NMGC's next general rate case. Additionally, the Commission may, for good cause shown, 

after a hearing and issuance of an order, terminate the Weather Mechanism before the end 

of the five-year term upon the occurrence of unforeseen events. 

The Weather Mechanism shall operate as described in the direct testimony ofNMGC 

Witness Daniel P. Yardley and as described as follows: 

a. the Weather Mechanism will use average heating degree days over the last ten 

(10) years to establish normal weather ("Normal Weather"), and that the initial 

Normal Weather amounts shall be set in this rate case and shall be 

reestablished in each ofNMGC's successive rate cases going forward; 

b. the following five National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration 

weather stations will be utilized to measure actual heating degree days: 

Albuquerque, Deming, Farmington, Roswell, and Santa Fe; 

c. the Weather Mechanism will apply to the following two NMGC rate classes: 

Rate 10, and Rate 54; 
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d. consistent with NMSA 1978, Section 62-8-7 (E), on June 3 0, 2019 the 

Company shall provide notice and opportunity for hearing to all persons on 

the official Certificate of Service in this case for the purpose of establishing 

the Weather Mechanism rate to be used over the twelve-month period 

beginning with Cycle 1 October, 2019; 

e. thereafter, for as long as the Weather Mechanism is in place, the Company 

shall, on June 30 of each year, provide similar notice and opportunity for 

hearing for the purpose of establishing the Weather Mechanism rate to be used 

over the twelve-month period beginning with Cycle 1 October of that year. 

With each annual June 30 filing, NMGC shall include testimony or an affidavit 

of a witness or witnesses in support of NMGC's Weather Mechanism rate. 

Any changes to the Weather Mechanism rate would only take effect after 

notice and opportunity for hearing and approval by the Commission or by 

operation of law. 

f. Mirroring the process for the Purchase Gas Adjustment Clause, NMGC shall 

have an independent accounting firm, paid for by NMGC, perform agreed

upon procedures related to the Company's annual June 30 Weather 

Mechanism filing with the Commission. NMGC shall work with Staff to 

develop the procedures to be performed by the independent accounting firm. 

If required, NMGC and Staff will provide written confirmation of their 

agreement to the agreed-upon procedures to be performed. Once completed, 
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NMGC shall file the independent accounting firm's agreed-upon procedures 

report with its annual June 30 Weather Mechanism filing each year. 

g. Consistent with the "good cause" exception in NMSA 1978, Section 62-8-

' 7(B), if no objection is filed with the Commission within fourteen days of the 

notice from the Company, the proposed Weather Mechanism Rate shall go 

into effect with Cycle 1 October that year. If objection is filed with the 

Commission within two weeks, the Signatories agree that a hearing should be 

held expeditiously, and preferably, within 30 days of the objection. The 

notices and hearings shall set the Weather Mechanism rate for the twelve

month period beginning with Cycle 1 October of that year. 

h. As with the Company's filings under the Company's Purchase Gas 

Adjustment Clause, the Company shall file a statement with the Commission 

monthly reflecting its best estimate of the rate impact of the Weather 

Mechanism. 

i. To the extent that the Weather Mechanism is not continued beyond the term 

of the pilot or is discontinued or replaced for any reason, the amount recorded 

in the Weather Normalization Adjustment Balancing Account as of the 

effective date of the termination or replacement of the Weather Mechanism 

shall be credited to customers or charged to customers through the Weather 

Mechanism. 

Attached as Stipulation Exhibit No. 5 are the proposed tariffs reflecting the Weather 

Mechanism. 
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IV. INFORMATION REQUIRED BY THE PROCEDURAL ORDER 

The Procedural Order issued on April 18, 2018 in this case by the Hearing Examiner 

requires that "any stipulation shall, at a minimum, identify the following cost of service 

components to apply following the issuance of a final order: 1) Depreciation rates; 2) Return 

on equity; 3) Tax unadjusted weighted average cost of capital; [and] 4) Annual amortization 

amount for each amortized item in the cost of service." 

Stipulation Exhibit No. 1 includes a Company-prepared illustrative cost of service 

with the following cost of service components: 

j. Depreciation Rates - NMGC shall continue to use its current depreciation 

rates until they are changed in accordance with 17.3.340 NMAC; 

k. Return on Equity ("ROE") of 9 .1 % ; 

I. Tax Unadjusted Weighted Average Cost of Capital ("WACC") of 6.96%; 

m. Annual Amortization Amounts will be derived the same as the amounts 

reflected in NMGC's Application. 

For the sole purpose of computing the illustrative cost of service in this case, the 

Company used a 9.1 % ROE and a 6.96% WACC. None of Signatories are agreeing to a 

specific ROE or W ACC in this Stipulation. 

The Signatories agreed that this imputed ROE and W ACC have no precedential value 

and are only used to compute the illustrative cost of service. The Signatories agreed that the 

imputed ROE and WACC, as well as the other reconciliation adjustments reflected in the 

illustrative cost of service were not used to determine, and have no impact on, the 
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Company's revenue requirement in this Stipulation. NMPRC Rule l.2.2.20(D) NMAC 

states: 

Precedential Effect. Unless the commission explicitly provides otherwise in 
the order approving the stipulation, approval of a stipulation does not 
constitute approval of or precedent regarding any principle or issue in the 
proceeding. 

The purpose of the restriction in 1.2.2.20(D) NMAC is to recognize that stipulating 

parties do not necessarily agree on each individual issue in a case, but rather agree to the end 

result and that the stipulation is a fair resolution of the issues in the case. 

The Stipulation is not opposed. No party filed any testimony in opposition to the 

Stipulation. The parties agreed that the Stipulation resulted from an arm's length good faith 

negotiation among the Joint Applicants and the other parties and that the Stipulation does 

not violate any important regulatory principle or practice. 

V. TESTIMONY OF STAFF SUPPORTING THE STIPULATION 

NMGC's original Application requested $8 million in new revenues for the 

Company'. During the hearing of the Stipulation, witness Ryan Shell stated, "In this 

(Stipulated) case we stipulated to $2.5million, so well under 50% of the original ask."3 

Additionally, the original Application requested the implementation of the following: 

1. Increase in access fees for customers; 

2. Implementation of an Integrated Management Program cost recovery mechanism; 

3. Implementation of economic development rates. 

3 September 24, 2018, Tr. P .6, 1.9-11. 
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None of these proposals were incorporated in the Stipulation. As such, the Stipulation 

results in a significant decrease in rates to the customer, and eliminates requests for programs 

that would have affected customer rates. 

Charles Gunter testified in support of the Stipulation for Staff. He stated he had done 

his own cost of service analysis and, "while I didn't file direct testimony recommending a 

position, the adjustments I had identified at the time staff was engaging in settlement 

discussions was such that the $2.5 million increase was only slightly above an amount I was 

likely to have recommended ... and it would be phased in over two years. So in my opinion 

the agreed upon increase was likely better than could have been achieved through a litigated 

process. "4 

Staff witness Elisha Leyba-Tercero submitted testimony regarding the design of base 

rates considering the stipulated revenue increase, and other rate design matters. She first 

testified regarding the allocated cost of service. Concerning specifically the residential and 

irrigation rate schedules, the study demonstrated that "the existing revenues for these two 

classes exceed their cost of service, so to some extent they were subsidizing other customer 

classes."5 She therefore concludes that "the lower proportional increase to these classes is 

appropriate, as it will reduce the cost of subsidies among customer classes, which is a goal 

in designing rates."6 

4 Gunter Tr. P.53, 120-25; p.54, 1.1-8. 
5 Leyba-Tercero Tr. P.58, 112-16. 
6 Tr. P. 58, 116-19. 
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Ms. Leyba-Tercero also discusses the changes to Rate 11 Miscellaneous Fees and 

Charges of $453,031, referring to the testimony of witness for the Company John M. 

F emald. He testified, "Updates to miscellaneous fees and charges reflects changes for 

increases in base labor charges and adjustment to hours of service provided. This amount 

was derived from data in the books and records in the Company, and the adjustments for 

known and measureable changes."7 

Ms. Leyba-Tercero states the increases apply to the following service charges under 

Rate 11: turn on meter order fees; read-in meter order fees; technical service labor rates 

(hand tools only); construction and maintenance labor rates (using heavy machinery); 

additional charges for services requiring heavy machinery.8 

It is important to note that a principle of rate design is that fees and charges should 

apply to the customer groups that incur them. In this case, Leyba-Tercero states, "these fees 

and charges are not relevant to the majority ofNMGS's customers, and therefore the costs 

of the services should be paid by the customers who cause the company to incur them. "9 

Ms. Leyba-Tercero also notes that NMGC does not financially benefit from these 

charges because the company deducts the anticipated revenues generated from Rate 11 from 

the company test period revenue requirement. 10 

Staff witness Heidi Pitts, Ph.D. testified in support of the Weather Normalization 

Mechanism. As previously detailed, this is a five year pilot program that will automatically 

7 Fernald Direct Testimony, p.16. 
8 Leyba-Tercero testimony, p.6-7. 
9 Testimony in support of stipulation, p.7 
10 Tr. P.60. 
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cease at the end of five years, absent Commission approval to continue, or if the Commission 

decides to end the program for any just cause following a hearing. 

Staff is supporting a normalization rider in this case but has not supported similar 

mechanisms requested by electric utilities. Dr. Pitts explained, "gas distribution utilities 

face a different type of risk, because their revenues are more weather sensitive, weather 

dependant, because they move gas to customers for end use ... for this particular utility with 

residential and small general service for heating related issues. Weather has been warming 

resulting in the company is more susceptible to weather impact."11 She further testified, 

" ... because this is a pilot program, it is worthwhile, in our opinion, to see if this stabilizes 

revenues and mitigates the impact of warming weather. At the end of five years, there will 

be data to review and, "all parties and the Commission can weigh in on any impact. 12 

Dr. Pitts was asked to explain the two types of weather normalization mechanisms 

that have been developed. Dr. Pitts stated that, "the Type 1 method tracks individual usage, 

while Type 2 is per therm usage applicable to everyone in a rate class, resulting in a charge 

or credit per rate class."13 From an administrative standpoint Dr. Pitts stated, the Company 

felt the individual usage would be cumbersome to implement, and less understandable to the 

end user. Finally, Dr. Pitts states that, the Staff will be watching to see if, "this does help 

them [ the Company] to stabilize their revenues and, therefore, should be reflected in a lower 

ROE in future rate cases."14 

11 Tr. P.66. 
12 Tr. P.67. 
13 Tr. P.68. 
14 Tr. P.70. 
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Timothy A. Martinez testified on behalf of Staff regarding whether the stipulation 

meets the standards for consideration of stipulations as detailed in Rule 1.2.2.20 NMAC, 

and criteria applied by the Commission. He testified that the Settlement meets all of the 

requirements for it to be approved by the Commission. He testified that: 

1. All parties engaged in serious discussions and were capable, knowledgeable 

parties. 15 

2. The Stipulation as a whole benefits NMGC, customers and the public interest. 

For the Company, the Stipulation provides a modest increase in base rates to 

NMGC and an increase in miscellaneous charges. The Stipulation permits the 

five-year pilot program for weather normalization which will be studied to 

determine if the program stabilizes Company rates and contributes to the 

decrease in risk. 16 

3. The Stipulation as a whole provides a limited rate increase to customers in two 

phases, and the first increase will not take effect until January 1, 2021. The 

Company agreed to forego approval of the proposed Integrity Management Cost 

Recovery Mechanism. Customers will commence receiving benefits from the 

federal tax reduction from the TCJA. 17 

4. The Stipulation as a whole does not violate any important regulatory principle or 

practice. 

15 Martinez testimony in support of stipulation, p.9. 
16 Testimony, p.9. 

17 Testimony, p.10. 
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5. The Stipulation is a fair and reasonable resolution to the many issues submitted 

in the case by NMGC. The Stipulation provides a resolution to many issues and 

provides benefits to both the Company and customers. Staff believes the 

Stipulation is in the public interest and should be approved by the Commission. 18 

VI. TESTIMONY Of THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

SUPPORTING STIPULATION 

Andrea Crane, the NMAG consultant, provided Direct Testimony and Testimony 

in support of the Stipulation. Ms. Crane concurs with the testimony of the Company and 

Staff, and further discusses just and reasonable rates. Ms. Crane states that the Stipulation 

will result in just and reasonable rates. "A monthly increase of$0.07 per residential customer 

and an additional $0.08 increase the following year results in an increase of$0.15 per month. 

Small commercial customers will also experience only a modest increase in their customer 

charges. Volumetric rates for residential and small commercial customers will remain 

unchanged. In addition, these modest increases ... will provide additional rate stability to 

NMGC."19 

Regarding the Weather Normalization Mechanism, Ms. Crane states, "I have 

opposed single-mechanisms that attempt to compensate utilities between base rate cases. 

Nevertheless, I do recognize the impact weather can have on a natural gas utility and its 

earnings variability. "20 

18 Testimony, p. 10. 
19 Crane testimony in support of stipulation, p.l 0. 
2° Crane Testimony, p.11 . 
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She further concludes that the WNA mechanism; together with the other 

provisions of the Stipulation, provide a reasonable balance in this case. As such she states: 

"It is important to recognize that the WNA mechanism is a pilot program with a term of five 

years"21and is subject to review in the Company's next base rate case. 

Ms. Crane also concurs that the Stipulation is in the public interest and 

recommends that the Commission approve the Stipulation. 

VII. ANALYSIS 

All parties to this case participated in the negotiation of this Stipulation. NMGC, 

the Attorney General, PRC Staff, DOE/NNSA/FEA, and NMIEC are all signatories to the 

Stipulation. The City of Albuquerque, the County of Los Alamos, and SPS take no position 

but do not object to the Stipulation. All of the Intervenors are knowledgeable and have 

expert understanding of the issues contained in the Application and the Stipulation. There 

were no public written or verbal comments entered in the record of this matter. 

The fundamentals of the Stipulation are supported by all signatories and not 

objected to by the remaining parties. The revenue increase of $2.5 million is substantially 

lower that the Application requested and results in an increase of approximately 1.4 % phased 

in over two years. Additionally, the agreed- to- rates have recognized a slight disparity in 

cost of service to several rate classes and lowered the rates for residential and irrigation 

classes. 

2 1 Crane testimony, p.11. 
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The WNA has been agreed to as a pilot program that will provide data useful to 

the Commission and other natural gas utilities. As previously detailed, there are safeguards 

built into the program, and, as detailed, the parties have agreed to a specific five- year- term 

for the mechanism. However, it is important to note that the program may be reviewed 

annually. NMGC will file with the Commission the independent accounting firm's report 

regarding the procedures in place in the pilot program, and the cost of the report will be paid 

for by the NMGC. The elements of the Stipulation meet the requirements of 1.2.2.20(A) 

NMAC and have been found to be in the public interest. 

VIII. FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

The Hearing Examiner recommends that the Commission FIND and CONCLUDE 

as follows: 

1. All findings and conclusions in Sections I through VII of this Certification of 

Stipulation are incorporated into this Section as findings and conclusions. 

2. NMGC is a public utility subject to regulation by the Commission under the 

Public Utility Act. 

3. The Commission has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this 

case. 

4. Reasonable, proper, and adequate notice of this case has been given. 

5. The proposed Stipulation, subject to the conditions, commitments and 

representations contained therein and elsewhere in the record, is not inconsistent with the 

public interest or unlawful. 
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6. The Stipulation is fair, just, and reasonable and in the public interest, and there 

were no objections to the terms therein. 

7. The revenue increase agreed to of $2.5 million implemented over a two-year 

period is reasonable and consistent with NMCG and with the public interest. 

8. The proxy cost of service was agreed to by the signatories and resulted in a 

decrease to the residential and irrigation classes, as it was determined there was a disparity 

in the allocation of rates to those classes. 

9. The Weather Normalization Mechanism pilot has been supported by the 

parties, and is intended to address fluctuations in recent weather heating seasons that have 

affected gas utility customer bills and utility revenue recoveries. The Signatories have 

agreed to various required reviews and filings by the Company. The pilot has a specific 

sunset date; thus for good cause, and after a hearing, the Commission may discontinue the 

pilot at any time. 

10. The signatories agreed the approval of the cancellation of two rate schedules 

should be cancelled because they were no longer being used: NMGC Original Rate No. 1-

2, NTUA Transportation Charge (Rate Rider No. 2) should no longer be in effect. Rate Rider 

7 does not have any customers and has not had any customers for many years, making the 

rate rider no longer necessary and should be eliminated. 

11. Wording changes to the following rates were agreed to in the Stipulation, 

including new language and renaming the rates as revised as follows: Second Revised Rate 

No. 31, Second Revised Rate No. 35, Second Revised Rate No. 54, Second Revised Rate 

No. 56, and Second Revised Rate No. 58. These changes should be approved. 
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12. Approval of all provisions ofNMGC's Stipulation is in the public interest. 

IX. DECRETALPARAGRAPHS 

The Hearing Examiner recommends that the Commission ORDER as follows: 

A. The Stipulation is approved, adopted, and replaces in its entirety the original 

Application of NMGC. 

B. The Weather Normalization Adjustment Pilot, subject to the conditions, 

commitments, and representations contained in the Stipulation and elsewhere in the record, 

is approved. 

C. NMGC's requested revenue increase of $2.5 million to be phased in over a 

two-year period is reasonable and in the public interest and is approved. 

D. Nothing contained herein shall be considered a determination of precedent by 

the Commission of the proxy values included to produce the cost of service agreed to in the 

Stipulation. 

E. NMGC is authorized to use actuarial reports for annual review of the WNA 

Pilot. All costs thereto shall be assumed by NMGC. 

F. NMGC Original Rate No. 1-2, NTUA Transportation Charge (Rate Rider No. 

2 and Rate Rider No. 7) do not have any customers and have not had any customers for many 

years and are eliminated. 

G. The wording changes to the following rates agreed to in the Stipulation are 

approved: Second Revised Rate No. 31, Second Revised Rate No. 35, Second Revised Rate 

No. 54, Second Revised Rate No. 56, and Second Revised Rate No. 58. 
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H. Any suggested corrections to the Transcript are adopted to the extent that they 

correct errors in transcription by the court reporters. 

I. Any matter or issue not specifically ruled on during the hearing or in this Final 

Order is disposed of consistent with this Final Order. 

J. This Order is effective immediately. 

K. This docket is closed. 

Issued at Santa Fe, New Mexico on April 8, 2019 

NEW MEXICO PUBLIC REGULATION COMMISSION 
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THIRD AMENDED STIPULATION


New Mexico Gas Company, Inc. ("NMGC" or the "Company"), the Attomey General of the


State of New Mexico (the "Attorney General"), the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission’s


Utility Division Staff ("Staff"), the United States Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security


Administration and Federal Executive Agencies ("DOE/NNSAiFEA"), New Mexico Industrial


Energy Consumers ("NMIEC") (collectively, the "Signatories"), through their undersigned


authorized representatives, agree and stipulate as follows:


BACKGROUND


1. On February 26, 2018, pursuant to NMSA 1978, Section 62-3-3, and 17.1.210.11


NMAC, and 17.10.630 NMAC, NMGC filed its Application for Revisions to Rates, Rules and


Charges ("Application") based on a historic twelve-month period with a base year ending September


30, 2017, with test period adjustments.


2. NMGC, through its Application, requested, among other things, the following:


A.    an increase in revenues of approximately $8 million to be recovered through


base rates;
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B. an overall tax unadjusted weighted average cost of capital of 7.65%,


including a requested return on equity of 10.2% and a capital structure comprised of 54% equity and


46% debt;


C.


D.


an increase in access fees for customers;


an increase in special charges under NMGC Rate No. 11 (Miscellaneous Fees


and Charges) ("Rate 11");


E. approval to implement a weather normalization adjustment mechanism;


F. approval to implement an integrated management program ("IMP") cost


recovery mechanism;


G.    approval to implement economic development;rates meant to encourage


economic development in New Mexico; and


H.    a change in the amortization of net regulatory assets related to its overfunded


retiree medical plan.


3. NMGC’s proposed rates incorporated the reduction in corporate taxes NMGC


realized as a result of the Federal Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017.


4. In support of its Application, NMGC filed the schedules required by 17.10.630


NMAC and the direct testimonies of eight witnesses.


5. The base rates proposed by NMGC would have produced an estimated increase in


the average residential customer’s total bill of approximately 1.4%.


6. The terms of this Third Amended Stipulation ("Stipulation") reflect good faith arms-


length negotiations by the Signatories, and properly balance the interests of the customers and


investors.


7.


just, and reasonable rates.
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8. The Signatories agree that this Stipulation resolves all issues between the Signatories


in relation to NMGC’s Application, and more specifically agree as follows:


STIPULATION


Base Revenue Increase and Stipulated Rates


9. The proposed rate schedules filed by NMGC under Notice Nos. 70 and 71 shall be


withdrawn and NMGC will file revised rate schedules to: A) increase its annualized base revenues


by $2.5 million, which will be phased-in over a two- year period as follows: 1) $1 million in 2019,


and 2) an additional $1.5 million in 2020; B) reflect an increase in revenues generated from


increased charges under Rate 11; C) cancel Original Rate 1-2 and Original Rate 1-7; and D) reflect


changes to Rate Schedules 31, 35, 54, 56 and 58 to better reflect the Company’s current practice


used in its annual review of the rate classifications for its customers.


10. The increase in revenues generated from increased Miscellaneous Service charges


under Rate 11 is $453,031 and is approved as part of this Stipulation.


11. Attached as Stipulation Exhibit No. 1 is the reconciliation required by 1.2.2.20


NMAC, containing the information listed in 1.2.2.36(F) NMAC. NMGC prepared Stipulation


Exhibit No. 1 for illustrative purposes, and it represents one sceaaario within the zone of


reasonableness and shall not constitute a precedent for any future proceedings.


12. The Signatories agree that the rates reflected in Stipulation Exhibit No. 1 are fair,


just, and reasonable.


13. Attached as Sti~ula. fion Exhibit No. 2 is a schedule showing increases in the’ cost of


service revenue for all rate classes for recovery of the $2.5 million base revenue increase. The


Signatories stipulate and agree that the allocation of these base rate increases by rate class is


reasonable.
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14. Attached as Stipulation Exhibit No. 3 is a schedule showing the present and


proposed rate for each affected rate class. The Signatories agree that the revised base rates reflected


in Stipulation Exhibit No. 3 are fair, just, and reasonable.


15. Attached to this Stipulation as Stipulation Exhibit No. 4 is a schedule showing


percentage changes in residential bills in 5 therm increments. The rate design for residential


customers in Rate No. 10, Residential Service ("Rate 10") as well as other heat sensitive customers,


used a ten-year normal weather standard.


16. The rates set forth in this Stipulation and Stipulation Exhibits shall be implemented


in two phases as set forth in Paragraph 9 above. Phase 1 will be implemented with Cycle 1 of the


month following the final order. NMGC shall file appropriate advice notices to implement the


revised rates at least five days prior to their effective dates. Phase 2 will be implemented with Cycle


1 of the thirteenth month following the final order.


17. The Signatories agree that the base rates agreed to in this Stipulation will not


increase prior to January 1, 2021, at the earliest. This provision of the Stipulation reflects a


balancing of interests, including (on one hand) NMGC’s statutory right to petition the New Mexico


Public Regulation Commission (the "Commission") from time-to-time to revise the Company’s


rates and (on the other hand) the interests of customers in rate stability.


Weather Normalization Ad,]ustmen~ Mechanism


18. The Signatories .agree that wide fluctuations in weath~ in recent winter heating


seasons have affected customers’ bills and have contributed directly to fluctuations in the level of


base revenue recoveries to the Company. The Signatories agree that NMGC’s proposed Weather


Normalization Adjustment Mechanism (the "Weather Mechanism") is intended to address this


problem and agree to the implementation of the Weather Mechanism. The Signatories agree that the


Weather Mechanism is not intended to provide the Company with a guarantee that it will earn its
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authorized revenue requirement in any Nven year. Rather, the Weather Mechanism is only intended


to provide the Company with a reasonable opportunity of earning that authorized revenue


requirement. The Company’s actual recovery will be determined pursuant to the annual Weather


Mechanism rate proceeding as provided for in this Stipulation. The Signatories further agree that


the implementation of the Weather Mechanism results in a reduction of risk to NMGC, which should


be reflected by a reduction in the return on equi,ty.


19. The Signatories further agree that the Weather Mechanism shall operate as a five (5)


year pilot program, and shall terminate at the end of the five-year period unless the Commission


expressly approves otherwise. The Weather Mechanism shall be subject to review in NMGC’s next


general rate case. The Signatories also expressly agree that the Commission may, for good cause


shown, after a hearing and an order, terminate the Weather Mechanism before the end of the five-


year term in the event of unforeseen events.


20. The Signatories agree that the Weather Mechanism shall operate as described in the


direct testimony of NMGC Witness Daniel P. Yardley, and as described in this paragraph:


A.    The Signatories agree that the Weather Mechanism will use average heating


degree days over the last ten (10) years to establish normal weather ("Normal Weather"), and that


the initial Normal Weather amounts shall be set in this rate case and shall be reestablished in each


of NMGC’s successive rate cases going forward.


B.    The Signatories agree that the following five National Oce~ographic and


A~inospheric Administration weather stations will be utilized to measure actual heating degree days:


Albuquerque, Deming, Farmington, Roswell, and Santa Fe.


C.    The Signatories agree that the Weather Mechanism will apply to the


following two NMGC rate classes: Rate 10, and Rate 54.
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D.    Consistent with NMSA 1978, Section 62-8-7(E), on June 30, 2019 the


Company shall provide notice and opportunity for hearing to all persons on the official Certificate


of Service in this case for the purpose of establishing the Weather Mechanism rate to be used over


the twelve-month period beginning with Cycle 1 October, 2019.


E. Thereafter, for as long as the Weather Mechanism is in place, the Company


shall on June 30 of each year provide similar notice and opportunity for hearing for the purpose of


establishing the Weather Mechanism rate to be used over the twelve-month period beginning with


Cycle 1 October of that year. With each annual June 30 filing, NMGC shall include testimony or


an affidavit of a witness or witnesses in support of NMGC’s Weather Mechanism rate. The


Signatories agree that any changes to the Weather Mechanism rate would only take effect after


notice and opportunity for hearing and approval by the Commission or by operation of law.


F. As with the Company’s Purchase Gas Adjustment Clause, NMGC shall have


an independent accounting firm, paid for by NMGC, perform agreed-upon procedures related to the


Company’s annual June 30 Weather Mechanism filing with the Commission. NMGC shall work


with Staff to develop the procedures to be performed by the independent accounting firm. If


required, NMGC and Staff will provide written confirmation of their agreement to the agreed-upon


procedures to be performed. Once completed, NMGC shall file the independent accounting firm’s


agreed-upon procedures report with its annual June 30 Weather Mecharfism filing each year.


G.    Consistent with the "good cause" exception in NMSA 1978, Section 62-8-


7(B), if no objection is filed with the Commission within fourteen days of the notice from the


Company, the proposed Weather Mechanism Rate shall go into effect with Cycle 1 October that


year. If objection is filed with the Commission within two weeks, the Signatories agree that a


heating should be held expeditiously, and preferably, within 30 days of the objection. The notices
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and hearings shall set the Weather Mechanism rate for the twelve-month period beginning with


Cycle 1 October of that year.


H.    As with the Company’s filings under the Company’s Purchase Gas


Adjustment Clause, the Company shall file a statement with the Commission monthly reflecting its


best estimate of the rate impact of the Weather Mechanism.


I. To the extent that the Weather Mechanism is not continued beyond the term


of the pilot or is discontinued or replaced for any reason, the amount recorded in the Weather


Normalization Adjustment Balancing Account as of the effective date of the termination or


replacement of the Weather Mechanism shall be credited to customers or charged to customers


through the Weather Mechanism.


21. Attached as Stipulation Exhibit No. 5 are the proposed tariffs reflecting the Weather


Mechanism.


Information Required by the Procedural Order


22. The Procedural Order issued on April 18,2018 in this case by the Hearing Examiner


requires that "any stipulation shall, at a minimum, identify the following.cost of service components


to apply following the issuance of a final order:


unadjusted weighted average cost of capital;


amortized item in the cost of service."


1) Depreciation rates; 2) Return on equity; 3) Tax


[and] 4) Annual amortization amount for each


23. Stipulation Exhibit No. 1 includes a Company-prepared illustrative cost of service


with the following cost of service components:


A.    Depreciation Rat~s - NMGC shall continue to use its current depreciation


rates until they are changed in accordance with 17.3.340 NMAC


Bo
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D.    Annual Amortization Amounts will be derived the same as the amounts


reflected in NMGC’s Application


24. For the sole purpose of computing the illustrative cost of service in this case, the


Company used a 9.1% ROE and a 6.96% WACC. None of Signatories are agreeing to a specific


ROE or WACC in this Stipulation. The Signatories agree that this imputed ROE and WACC have


no precedential value and are only used to compute the illustrative cost of service. The Signatories


agree that the imputed ROE and WACC, as well as the other reconciliation adjustments reflected in


the illustrative cost of service were not used to determine, and have no impact on, the Company’s


revenue requirement in this Stipulation, which was derived following arm’s length negotiations


between the parties and based on all factors in this case.


Tax Reform


25. The Signatories agree that the rates detailed in Stipulation Exhibit No. 1 incorporate


the reduction in corporate income taxes NMGC realized from the Federal Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of


2017 on a prospective basis only. The Signatories, understand that the Hearing Examiner will set


an evidentiary hearing on the merits of the question raised in the Commission’s September 12, 2018


Order regarding the "issue of the disposition of the savings NMGC realized as a result of the


enactment of the TCJA, including refunds to customers of such savings from January 1, 2018 to the


effective date of new rates". The Parties will be filing a Motion to Bifurcate to this effect.


Miscellaneous Provisions


26. In order to provide NMGC with the guidance needed to record transactions in its


books and records, the Signatories agree that NMGC may incorporate the accounting positions as


filed in the Application and as detailed in Direct Testimony of NMGC Witness Scott A. Hastings


and supporting schedules, unless otherwise specifically stated in this Stipulation. This provision


does not preclude a Signatory from challenging any assumptions in future proceedings.
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27. The Signatories agree that the discounted transportation rates identified in the Direct


Testimony of Edward J. Kacer and his supporting exhibits are fair, just, and reasonable and should


be approved by the Commission,


General Provisions


28. The Signatories stipulate to the admission into the evidentiary record of this case of


the following documents: 1) this Stipulation and the Stipulation Exhibits; 2) NMGC’s pre-filed


direct testimonies, exhibits, and schedules NMGC submits in the evidentiary record at the public


hearing on the Stipulation and 3) all testimonies the Signatories file in support of this Stipulation.


29. The Signatories agree that this Stipulation has been drafted by all of the Signatories


and is the result of negotiation, compromise,, settlement, and accommodations by each of the


Signatories.


30. The Signatories agree that this Stipulation: 1) provides benefits to NMGC and its


customers, 2) is in the public interest; and 3) results in fair, just, and reasonable rates.


31. This Stipulation contains the full intent and understanding of the Signatories and


constitutes the entire agreement of the Signatories. There are no representations, warranties, or


agreements other than those specifically set forth in this Stipulation. No implication should be


drawn on any matter not specifically addressed in this Stipulation.


32. The Signatories agree that the substantive terms and conditions set forth in this


Stipulation are interdependent, and that the various provisions of this Stipulation are not severable.


Any modification of the substantive terms and conditions of this Stipulation require the written


agreement of all of the Signatories. If the Stipulation is not adopted in its entirety by the


Commission, without modification, the Stipulation will be voidable by any Signatory.


33. The Signatories agree to support the approval of this Stipuiation in this case and shall


support the Stipulation and its terms in any related proceeding before the Commission. Signatories
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agree to make reasonable and good faith .efforts to obtain the Commission’s approval of this


Stipulation.


34. The Signatories agree that by approving this Stipulation, the Commission is neither


granting any approval nor creating any precedent regarding any specific principle or issue in future


proceedings, except to the extent the Final Order in this case approves the agreements that bind the


Signatories. The Signatories do not waive rights they may have in other pending or future


proceedings, and they will not be deemed to have approved, accepted, agreed to, or consented to the


application of any concept, principle, theory, or method in any future proceeding other than as


expressly provided in this Stipulation.


35. Signatories agree to refrain from introducing in any regulatory or court proceeding.


any statement made or position taken by any of the Signatures during the course of negotiations.


36. The Stipulation shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the successors and


assigns of the Signatories.


37. Other parties not presently Signatories may subsequeaatly file a joinder to this


Stipulation, and become a Signatory.


38. This Stipulation may be executed in any number of counterparts, including by telefax


or PDF signature, each of which shall be deemed to be an original and all of which will constitute


one and the same agreement. This Stipulation shall be deemed fully executed upon the signature


upon the same and separate or individual copies of the signature page(s)by all Signatories.
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Dated this 24th day of September, 2018.


Respectfully Submitted,


S GAS


THOM’~ M. DOMME
Vice President, External Affairs and General Counsel
P. O. Box 97500
Albuquerque, NM 87199-7500
Phone: (505) 697-3834
Fax: (505) 797-4752
thomas.domme@nmgco.com


KELEHER & McLEOD, P. A.


CLYDE F. WORTHEN
BRIAN J. HAVERLY
Post Office Box AA
Albuquerque, NM 87103
Phone: (505) 346-9113
Fax: (505) 346-1345
cfw@keleher-law.com
bjh@keleher-law.com
Attorneys for New Mexico Gas Company, Inc.
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OFFICE OF THE NEW MEXICO ATTORNEY GENERAL


HECTOR H. IJ~DERA,S/~


Att°~ Oer//era7 111
By: ’~/I/I/I/I/~t I~! ~N,


~ss~tan~tome¢~eneral
~os] Of~ Dra~er/1508
[S~ta F~NM ~4-1508
~05) 490-4871~
jyar@nmag.gov
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NEBy;:~~~~~L~US             ENE          CONSU      RS


Peter J. Gould, Esq./Z ( /
P.O. Box 34127 ~
Santa Fe, NM 87594
Telephone: (505) 690-2966
pgouldlaw@gmail.com
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THE UNITED ST~.T~DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
NATION~I’UC~EAR.,)S ECURITY ADMINISTRATION
and FED~~IVE AGENCIES


Rishi Garg ~
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585
Telephone: (202) 586-4219


Saul J. Ramos
National Nuclear Security Administration
U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 5400
Albuquerque, NM 87185-5400
Telephone: (505) 845-6166
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NEW MEX    O PUBLIC RE ULATION COMMISSION


Brad for~Borman
Staff ~unsel/Legal Division
New Mexico Public Regulation Commission
PO Box 1269
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Telephone: (505) 827-4048
Facsimile: (505) 827-4155
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Line
No.
(a)


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lO
11
13


14


New Mexico Gas Company
SUMMARY OF REVENUE CHANGE


FOR PROPOSED RATE SCHEDULES


Stipulation Exhibit No. 1
Stipulated Schedule A-2


Page 1 of 3


Base Pedod Revenues
Natural Gas


Rate Cost of Cost of Processed Product
Schedule Gas Service By Others Extraction


(b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Other


(g)
Total


(h)


10 $ 87,161,864 $ 128,917,464 $ - $
30 $ 1,905,855 $ 552,278 -
31 $ - $ 35,260 -
35 $ - $ 12,418 -
37 $ - $ 1,772 -
64 $ 27,718,047 $ 30,474,537 -
56 $ 1,638,157 $ 3,885,453 -
58 $ 764,542 $ 4,046,842 -
61 $ - $ 334,188 -
70 $ - $ 788,476 -
114 $ - $ - -


Other - - - 8,545,573


216,079,327
2,458,133


35,260
12,418


1,772
58,192,584


5,523,610
4,811,384


334,188
788,476


8,545,573


Total $ 119,188,465 $ 169,048,689 $ ;~ 8,545,573 $ 296,782,727


Line Rate Cost of Cost of
No. Schedule Gas Service
(a) (b) (c) (d)


15
16
17
18
19
2O
’ 21
22
23
24
25
27


28


Adjustments to Base Period Revenues
Natural Gas
Processed Product
By Others Extraction


(e) (f)
Other Total


(g) (h)


10 $ $ 6,472,556
30 (37,597)
31 (0)
35 (7,989)
37. (0)
54 1,924,251
56 2,246
58 136
61 0
70 (0)
114


Other


$ $ 6,472,556
- (37,597)
- - (0)
- - (7,989)
- - (o)


2,246


_ . (Q)


- 685,631 685,631


Total $ $ 8,353,602 $ = - ,= 885,631 = 9~039,233







Line Rate Cost of
No. Schedule Gas
(a) (b) (c)


1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9


10
11
12
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New Mexico Gas Company
SUMMARY OF REVENUE CHANGE


FOR PROPOSED RATE SCHEDULES


Stipulation Exhibit No. 1
Stipulated Schedule A-2


Page 2 of 3


Test Pedod Revenues at Existing Rates
Natural Gas


Cost of Processed Product
Service By Others Extraction


(d) (e) (f)
Other Total


(g) (h)


10 $ 87,161,864 $ 135,390,020
30 1,905,855 514,681
31 35,26O
35 4,429
37 1,772
54 27,718,047 32,398,788
56 1,638,157 3,887,699
58 764,542 4,046,978
61 334,188
70 788,476
114


Other


$ $ $ 222,551,884
2,420,536


35,260
4,429
1,772


60,116,835
5,525,856
4,811,520


334,188
788,476


9,231,204 9~231,204


Total $ 119,188,46~5 $ 177,402,291 $ 305,821,960


Line Rate Cost of
No. Schedule Gas
(a) (b) (c)


Test Pedod Revenues at Stipulated Rates
Natural Gas


Cost of Processed Product
Service By Others Extraction Other


(d) (e) (f) (g)


14 10 $ 87,161,864 $ 136,269,668
15 30 1,905,855 518,013
16 31 - 36,736
17 35 - 4,614
18 37 - 1,845
19 54 27,718,047 33,753,044
20 56 1,638,157 4,048,961
21 58 764,542 4,099,007
22 61 348,393
23 70 821,851
24 114 -
25 Other -


26


Total
(h)


9,231,204


$ 223,431,532
2,423,868


36,736
4,614
1,845


61,471,091
5,687,118
4,863,549


348,393
821,851


9,231,204


Total $ 119;188,465 $ 179,902,132 $ $ 9,231,204 $ 308,321,801
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Line Rate Cost of
No. Schedule Gas
(a) (b) (c)


1 10
2 30
3 31
4 35
5 37
6 54
7 56
8 58
9 61
10 70
11 114
12 Other


Amount of Revenue Increase
Natural Gas


Cost of Processed Product
Service By Others Extraction


(d) (e) (f)
Other


(g)
T~al
(h)


879,648
3,332
1,476


185
73


1,354,256
161,262
52,029
14,205
33,375


$ 879,648
3,332
1,476


185
73


1,354,256
161,262
52,029
14,205
33,375


$ 2,499,84113 Total $ $ 2,499,841 $


Line Rate Cost of
No. Schedule Gas
(a) (b) (c)


14 10
15 30
16 31
17 35
18 37
19 54
20 56
21 58
22 61
23 70
24 114


Cost of
Service


(d)


Percentage Increase (Decrease),
Natural Gas
Processed Product
By Others Extraction


(e) (f)
Other


(g)


0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%


0.65% 0.00% 0.00%
0.65% 0.00% 0.00%
4.19% 0.00% 0.00%
4.18% 0.00% 0.00%
4.12% 0.00% 0.00%
4.18% 0.00% 0.00%
4.15% 0.00% 0.00%
1.29% 0.00% 0.00%
4.25% 0.00% 0.00%
4.23% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 0.00% 0.00%


0.oo%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%


Total
(h)


0.40%
0.14%
4.19%
4.18%
4.12%
2.25%
2.92%
1.08%
4.25%
4.23%
O.OO%


25 Total 0.00% 1.41 % 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.82%
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...... NEW MEXICO GAS COMPANY Stipulation Exhibit No. 1
Summary of Total Capitalization and the Stipulated Schedule A-5


Illustrative Weighted Average Cost of Capital Page I of 1
Stipulated Test Period - 12 Months Ending September 30, 2017


Line
No.


Weighted
Capital Effective Avg. Cost


Class of Capital Ratio . Rate of Capital


1
2


3
4


5


6


7


8


9


10


TEST PERIOD
Long-Term Debt 46.00% 4.65% 2.14°/=
Common Equity 54.00% i 10.20% 5.51%


Total 100.00% 7.65%


STIPULATED TEST PERIOD
Long-Term Debt 48.00% 4.65% 2.23%


Common Equity 52.00% . 9.10% 4,73%
Total 100.00% 6.96%
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Stipulation Exhibit No. 4
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New Mexico Gas Company
Typical Bill Impacts for Residential Rates


Line
No.


1


2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


Monthly Therms
(A~


Residential Bill Impacts


30


35


45


50


55


6O


65


7O


$


$


$


Monthly Bill at Monthly Bill at
Present Rates Proposed Rates


(B) (C)


32.90 $ 33.07


36.25 $ 36.41


39.59 $ 39.76


42.94 ~ 43.10


46.28 $ 46.45


49.63 $ 49.79


52.97 $ 53.14


56.32 $ 56.48


59.66 $ 59.83


Increas~
(o|


0.17


0.17


0.17


0.17


0.17


0.17


0.17


0.17


0.17


Percentage
Increase


(El


0.50%


0.46%


0.42%


0.39%


0.36%


0.33%


0.31%


0.29%


0.28%


11
12
13


14


15


16


17


18


19


20


21


22


Rates:
Monthly Access Fee


Residential Transmission


Residential Distribution


Rate Rider 14


Rate Rider 15


Cost of Gas


TECO Acquisition Credit


Pipeline Safety Fee


Franchise Fee


Gross Receipts


Present Proposed


11.so $ 11.6s


0.0634 $ 0.0634


0.1661 $ 0.1661


(0.00O4) $ (0.0004)


0.0146 $ 0.0146


0.3729 $ 0.3729


(0.0124) $ (0.01241


o.o9oo $ o.o9oo


3.00% 3.00%


7.50% 7.50%


per month


per therm


per therm


per therm


per therm


per therm


per therm


per month


percent


percent







Stipulation Exhibit No. 5


NEW MEXICO GAS COMPANY


ORIGINAL RATE NO. 1-8


RATE RIDER NO. 8 -WEATHER NORMALIZATION ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM


Page I of I


DESCRIPTION
Weather Normalization Adjustment Mechanism.


APPLICABILITY
All sales and transportation end-users served under Rate No. 10 - Residential and Rate No. 54 - Small General
Service.


APPLICATION
The Weather Normalization Adjustment Mechanism shall be added to each Customer’s bill as a separate line item.
It shall be determined by multiplying the number of billing units by the Weather Normalization Adjustment
Mechanism Factor computed in accordance with Rule No. 29.


CONDITIONS
1. The Weather Normalization Adjustment Mechanism is subject to the same riders, fees and taxes as are


applicable to transmission and distributions charges.


2. The Weather Normalization Adjustment Mechanism Factors will be determined annually and become
effective with cycle 1, October, in accordance with Rule No. 29.


3. The Weather Normalization Adjustment Mechanism Factors will remain in effect until changed, unless
authorized by the New Mexico Public Regulation Commission.


Advice Notice No.


Nicole Strause:r
Director, Legal & Regulatory Affairs
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NEW MEXICO GAS COMPANY


ORIGINAL RULE NO. 29


RATE RIDER NO. 8 DETAILS
Page 1 of 5


Definitions
The following words and terms shall have the indicated meaning when used in the Company’s Rate Rider No. 8 and
this Rule:


Actual Calendar Month Heating De~ree Days: The cumulative monthly Weighted Average Heating Degree Days for
the current Heating Season.


Adjustment Period: The annual period beginning with cycle 1, October.


Annual Reconciliation Report: The annual report filed with the Commission which provides the weather-related
revenue excesses and deficiencies and the revenues or revenue credits for the Company’s Weather Normalization
Adjustment for a Reconciliation Period.


Balancing Account: Contains the cumulative monthly differences between the weather-related revenue excesses or
revenue deficiencies as they are recorded on the books and records of the Company, and the revenues resulting from
billings or credits to customers for the recovery or crediting of weather-related revenue excesses or revenue
deficiencies as they are recorded on the books and records of the Company.


Balancing Account Adiustment Factor: A component ofthe Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor designed to
allow the Company to continuously manage the Balancing Account.


Commission: The New Mexico Public Regulation Commission.


Company: New Mexico Gas Company.


Degree Day Consumption Factor: The aggregate heating use per degree day by rate class for the calendar month stated
in therms as set forth in the following table:


¯ Month
October
November
December
January
February
March
April


Rate 10 Residential
25,513
42,678
49,457
56,774
62,288
48,106
44,471


Rate 54
Small General Service


110,763
17,890
21,906
25,964
28,579
21,648
!,9,840


Heating Degree Day: The difference between 65° and the mean daily temperature for the calendar day for days when
the mean daily temperature is below 65°. Heating Degree Days equal zero for calendar days when the mean daily
temperature is 65° or greater.


Heating Season: The seven consecutive calendar months beginning October and ending April.


Advice Notice No.


Nicole Strauser
Director, Legal and Regulatory
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NEW MEXICO GAS COMPANY


ORIGINAL RULE NO. 29


RATE RIDER NO. 8 DETAILS
Page 2 of S


Margin Revenue Factor: The revenue per therm net of applicable taxes and fees established in the Company’s most
recent base rate case for the applicable rate class as set forth in the following table:


Rate Class
Rate 10 Residential


Transmission
Distribution
Transmission & Distribution


Rate 54 - Small General Service
Transmission
Distribution
Transmission & Distribution


MarginRevenueFactor


$0.0634


$0.2295


$0.0707
 0.0788
$0.1495


Normal Calendar Month Heating Degree Days: The cumulative ten-year Weighted Average Heating Degree Days for
each calendar month from October through April as established in the Company’s most recent base rate proceeding.
Normal Calendar Month Degree Days are set forth in the following table:


Month Normal Degree Davs
October 239
November 588
December 907
January 926
February 69O
March 489
April 292


Reconciliation Period: The twelve consecutive months ended September 30 of each year.


Weather Normalization Adiustmeut Component: The amount included in each customer’s bill to recover or credit the
net weather-related revenue excess or deficiency as determined in Rate Rider No. 8 and this Rule.


Weather Normalization Adiustment Factor: The rate to be multiplied by the customer’s billing units to determine the
Weather Normalization Adjustment Component.


Weather Normalization Adiustment Factor Statemeot: The report establishing the Weather Normalization Adjustment
Factor. The Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor Statement is filed with the Commission prior to changing the
previously used Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor.


Advice Notice No.


Nicole Strauser
Director, Legal and Regulatory
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NEW MEXICO GAS COMPANY


ORIGINAL RULE NO. 29


RATE RIDER NO. 8 DETAILS
Page 3 of 5


.Weighted Average Heating Degree Days: The average daily Heating Degree Days reported by the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration for the weather stations representative of the Company’ s service area
computed on the basis of the weightings specified in the following table:


Station
Albuquerque
Deming
Farmington
Roswell
Santa Fe


Percentage Weighting
56.66%
4.43%


12.35%
8.29%


18.27%


Records
The Company shall maintain records which identify the weather-related revenue excesses or revenue deficiencies and
the revenues or revenue credits attributable to the operation of Rate Rider No. 8. The difference between the weather-
related revenue excesses or revenue deficiencies and the revenues or revenue credits described in this section shall be
entered into the Balancing Account. Entries shall be made in this account at the end of the month in which the Rate
Rider No. 8 weather-related revenue excesses or revenue deficiencies and revenues or revenue credits are recorded on
the Company’s books. The Balancing Account entry shall consist of the following:


A. Rate Rider No. 8 weather-related revenue excesses or revenue deficiencies shall be taken from the Company’s
books and records. Rate Rider No. 8 revenue excesses or revenue deficiencies shall include:


(1) The amount, if any, by which weather-related revenue excesses occur dueito colder-than-normal weather,
as determined in accordance with the provisions of Rider No. 8;


The amount, if any, by which weather-related revenue deficiencies occur due to warmer-than-normal
weather as determined in accordance with the provisions of Rider No. 8.


¯ B. Rate RiderNo. 8 revenues or revenue credits shall be taken from the Company’S books and records. Rate Rider
No. 8 revenues shall include, but not be limited to:


(1) The amount of weather normalization adjustment revenues recorded through the customers’ Weather
Normalization Adjustment Component;


(2) The amount of weather normalization adjustment revenue credits recorded through the customers’
Weather Normalization Adjustment Component.


C. The Company shall separately maintain records attributable to the operation of Rate Rider No. 8 for service
provided to Rate 10 Residential Service customers and Rate 54 Small General Service customers.


D. If Rate Rider No. 8 is discontinued or replaced, the amount recorded in the Balancing Account, positive or
negative, as of the effective date that Rate Rider No. 8 is discontinued or replaced shall be credited to customers
or charged to customers in a future period.


Advice Notice No.


Nicole Strauser
Director, Legal and Regulatory
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NEW MEXICO GAS COMPANY


ORIGINAL RULE NO. 29


RATE RIDER NO. 8 DETAILS
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o Calculation of the Weather Normalization Adiustment Factor
A. The Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor shall be determined as follows:


(1) A calculation of the revenue impact of colder-than-normal or warmer-than-normal weather shall be
performed for each month of the Heating Season. A revenue excess shall result for the month when the
Actual Calendar Month Heating Degree Days for the month exceed the Normal Calendar Month Heating
Degree Days for the month. A revenue deficiency shall result for the month when the Actual Calendar
Month Heating Degree Days for the month fall below the corresponding Normal Calendar Month Heating
Degree Days for the month.


(2) The weather-related revenue impact shall be determined by fh’st calculating the difference between Actual
Calendar Month Heating Degree Days and Normal Calendar Month Heating Degree Days and multiplying
this difference by the Degree Day Consumption Factor for the month and by the Margin Revenue Factor.


(3) The monthly weather-related revenue excess or revenue deficiency shall be determined separately for each
rate class subject to Rider No. 8.


(4) The monthly revenue excesses and revenue deficiencies shall be summed together for the seven-month
period of October through April to determine the net revenue excess or deficiency for the current Heating
Season for each rate class subject to Rider No. 8.


(5) A calculation of the net prior period over or under-recovery of the Weather Normalization Adjustment
Factor shall be performed by comparing the cumulative difference between the net revenue excess or
revenue deficiency to the cumulative net revenues and revenue credits for prior periods for each rate class
subject to Rider No. 8.


The sum of the net revenue excess or deficiency for the current Heating Season and the net prior period
over or under-recovery of the Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor for prior periods shall represent
the total net revenue impact to be recovered through the Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor for
each rate class subject to Rider No. 8.


(7) The Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor for the Adjustment Period shall be the total net revenue
impact to be recovered through the Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor divided by the projected
billing units for each rate class subject to Rider No. 8.


o Reports and Statements
A. A Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor Statement must be filed annually with the Commission no later than


June 30 before adjustment of the Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor. Each Statement shall consist era
cover letter identifying the items impacting the Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor, a projection of the
final reconciliation balance for the twelve-month period ending on September 30 and any matters which may be
of interest to the Commission. The Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor Statement consists of the
following s~ctious:


Advice Notice No.


Nicole Stranser
Director, Legal and Regulatory
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ORIGINAL RULE NO. 29


RATE RIDER NO. 8 DETAILS
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Section 1 - Summary of the Weather Normalization Adjustment Factors


Section 2 - Determination of the Weather Normalization Adjustment Factor


(A) Actual Monthly Heating Degree Days


03) Monthly Weather-Related Revenue Excesses and Deficiencies


Section 3 - Determination of the Balancing Account Adjustment Factor.


An Annual Certified Reconciliation Report shall be filed with the Commission as soon after completion of the
September accounting month as permitted by record availability, and shall be filed annually no later than
December 31. This report shall consist of the following sections:


(1) a summary of weather-related revenue excesses or deficiencies and revenues or revenue credits which
were recorded in the Balancing Account;


(2) a summary of reconciling items including items adjusting the Balancing Account; and


(3) any additional reporting requirements as specified by the Commission.


The Weather Normalization Adjustment mechanism is continuous and therefore, the Balancing Account is also
continuous. Any under or over-collection of weather-related revenue excesses or deficiencies that resulted in the
prior Reconciliation Period will immediately carry over into the subsequent Reconciliation Period. All
adjustments resulting from the Annual Reconciliation will be recorded into the Balancing Account as they
become certified in the Annual Reconciliation process.


Advice Notic~ No.


Nicole Strauser
Director, Legal and Regulatory
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